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I. INTRODUCTION

Nestled between two rivers, at the tip of Indiana’s most southern point, lies Evansville, Indiana, a town of approximately 119,000 residents.1 Of those residents, resided a 12-year-old boy named Kavon Cooper who suffered from severe asthma.2 So severe that it restricted the amount of time Kavon could spend outside or whether he could stay at a friend’s house overnight; because of this, Kavon spent most of his time indoors, windows shut, playing video games.3 This was his norm, at least until he collapsed and died in his home on April 18, 2015.4 The coroner ruled Kavon’s death “an acute asthma attack” and the only explanation that Kavon’s mother, Kris Dasch, received was that the “pollen had spiked” that day.5 However, something else had spiked the previous day and continued to spike on the day Kavon died, it was “fine particulate matter.”6 Fine particulate matter are tiny toxic specs that are released into the air by emissions from coal-fired power plants, vehicles, and other factories.7 According to the air monitor, less than half a mile away from Kavon’s home, fine particulate matter had increased twenty micrograms per cubic meter the day before Kavon died, and then increased by an additional nine micrograms per cubic meter the next day.8 Dr. Carrie A. Redlich, director of the Yale Occupational and Environmental Medicine Program believes that air pollution was at the very least, a contributing factor in Kavon’s death.9

However, Kavon Cooper’s death is not an isolated one. Approximately sixty-five miles north of Evansville, in Washington, Indiana, 3-year-old Leighton Fry suffers from chronic asthma which requires two daily breathing treatments and
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up to five other medications. The Fry house is located eight miles downwind from Indianapolis Power & Light Company’s Petersburg plant in Gibson County. Leighton’s pediatrician, Norma Kreilein, is certain that air pollution is the causation of Leighton’s asthma, and also for other respiratory illnesses found in children in the area, stating “[t]he [link] is a mathematical certainty. Pollutants are inflammatory. It’s the same link we see with cigarette smoke.”

A contributing factor to air pollution in southwest Indiana are the seven coal-fired power plants within the region. Of the seven, four are what the Center for Public Integrity have dubbed “super polluters.” To determine a super polluter, the Center engaged in a nine-month long study that merged two federal datasets on United States air pollutants in 2014. Through the study, they found that out of 20,000 registered facilities, a third of all toxic air releases came from 100 facilities; and a third of all greenhouse gas emissions came from 100 facilities—with twenty-two facilities being on both lists. These twenty-two facilities came to be known as “super polluters.” The four southwest Indiana super polluters include: the Indiana-Michigan Power’s Rockport plant in Spencer County, the Indianapolis Power and Light plant in Pike County, the Duke Energy’s Gibson Power Plant in Gibson County, and the Alcoa and Vectren Generating Unit in Warrick County. Together they emit millions of tons of toxic air pollution per year; so much in fact, that activist have started referring to southwest Indiana as “the sacrifice zone.”

A. A Brief History of Coal

Coal has had a deep developmental and social impact on the world and especially the United States. Prior to coal, wood was the world’s primary energy source. But due to increased populations, development, and deforestation, wood was no longer viable, and the world transitioned to coal throughout the 19th century.
This transition was especially correlated to the increased number of steam-powered locomotives like ships and trains: to say, as coal consumption increased, so did the expansion of railroads and ships in the United States. It can most easily be seen through the production and demand for coal. For example, in 1850, the US produced approximately 9.3 million tons of coal, this number jumped to 750 million by 1918 and by the 1940s, it was responsible for up to 75% of US energy. Therefore, coal has greatly influenced and is attributable to the gains in economic and social developments for the last 150 years. This is especially true in the United States simply because of its abundance. There is estimated to be 257 billion tons of coal in the US, which accounts for “more than one-fourth of the world’s total known coal reserves.” Coal seemed like a solution to all energy issues.

However, by the 1970s, air pollution in general was a noticeable problem. This led to President Richard Nixon signing the Clean Air Act (“CAA”) in 1970 with the goal of “foster[ing] the growth of a strong American economy and industry while improving human health and the environment.” By 1990, the CAA is estimated to have “prevented more than 200,000 premature deaths, and almost 700,000 cases of chronic bronchitis.” Then, after CAA revisions in 1990, the EPA was responsible for decreasing six criteria air pollutants (carbon monoxide, particulate matter, nitrogen oxides, sulfur dioxide, lead, and ozone) by forty-one percent, “while the Gross Domestic Product increased by more than 64 percent.” The reduction of air pollution while simultaneously increasing GDP is proof that environmental and economic policies can coexist for the benefit of both sectors.

B. Coal’s Impact on Indiana

Why are there so many coal-fired power plants in southwest Indiana? As just explained above, it’s big coal country. Specifically, southwest Indiana is the only part of the state that has access to the Illinois Basin, one of the largest coal basins
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in the US. In all, Indiana has roughly fifty-seven billion tons of unmined coal but only seventeen billion tons is accessible with current technology. Still, of the 17 billion tons of accessible coal, it is estimated to last Indiana up to 500 years. According to Indiana’s Department of Natural Resources (“DNR”), Indiana produces up to thirty-five million tons of coal each year, consistently making it a top ten coal producing state in the country. Indiana’s DNR contributed coal production to “ten southwestern Indiana counties” which results an additional $750+ million to Indiana’s economy. Indiana consumes approximately 75% of the 30 million tons of coal it produces each year (shipping the remaining to other states) and imports coal from West Virginia, Kentucky, Illinois, and Wyoming to meet remaining demands. Due to coals abundance and cheap source of energy, Indiana relies on it heavily. In 2018, 70% of Indiana's electricity was generated by coal. Out of Indiana’s 44,792 thousand short tons of coal consumption, 39,144 thousand short tons of it are used for electricity, making it the second largest-coal consumer in the country only behind Texas.
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The amount of coal production and consumption therefore requires employment. The coal industry supplies up to 6,500 well-paying jobs in southwest Indiana. Further, because the cheap energy source provides an incentive for businesses, coal also relates to and is a cause for increased manufacturing jobs in Indiana. In 2013, manufacturing employed over 16% (over 500,000 employees) of Indiana’s workforce, the largest proportion for any state in the country.

II. Pollutants Produced by Coal-Fired Power Plants and Their Correlated Health Risks

Air pollution caused by coal occurs when the chemical bonds holding carbon together are broken to release energy. Under the authority of the CAA, air pollutants have been characterized and grouped into two separate emission standards by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”). The first group, known as “criteria air pollutants” consists of six specific pollutants, and includes particulate matter (“PM”), carbon monoxide (“CO”), lead (“Pb”), nitrogen dioxide (“NO₂”), ozone, and sulfur dioxide (“SO₂”) which standards are controlled under the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (“NAAQS”). The second group includes a multitude of other “cancer causing” pollutants classified as Hazardous Air Pollutants (“HAPs”) and are controlled under the National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (“NESHAPs”).

A. Criteria Air Pollutants

Particulate matter (“PM”) is a combination of solid particles and liquids found in the air and may contain a combination of up to “hundreds of difference chemicals.” PM is categorized into two separate groups based on its size: PM₁₀,
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and PM$_{2.5}$. PM$_{10}$ is generally ten micrometers across or smaller and can be inhaled; meanwhile PM$_{2.5}$ is generally two and a half micrometers across and smaller (in comparison, a single strand of hair is about 70 micrometers across). Although both PM$_{10}$ and PM$_{2.5}$ can be inhaled and cause health problems, PM$_{2.5}$ is considered more dangerous because its size allows it to lodge deeper into the lungs where it can remain stagnant for many years or enter the bloodstream.

Therefore, long or short term exposure to both types of PM have been linked to “illnesses and deaths from heart or lung disease” especially for sensitive groups like the elderly, children and those with preconditions. Specifically, people with heart or lung diseases may experience chest pain, palpitations, shortness of breath, asthma attacks, cardiac arrhythmias, or heart attacks, and are therefore “more likely to visit emergency rooms, be admitted to hospitals, or … even die.” Further, chronic illnesses may develop, like: congestive heart failure, coronary artery disease, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, severe asthma, and chronic bronchitis—leading to more medications and more doctor visits.

Carbon monoxide (“CO”) is a colorless, odorless gas released when “something is burned” and can be harmful in large amounts. The primary producers of CO are vehicles or machinery that burn fossil fuels. CO causes health problems by entering the bloodstream and binding to hemoglobin (the component in blood that carries oxygen to cells) and reduces the amount of oxygen that can be transported to critical organs (i.e. the heart and brain). If inhaled in a confined space, CO can “cause dizziness, confusion, unconsciousness and death.” Due to the concentration levels that CO needs to be harmful, it is unlikely for the health problems to persist while outside. However, the effects of CO poisoning impact adults and children differently. The Journal of Toxicology conducted a two-year study where they found, in general, that adults with CO poisoning resulted in symptoms “like headache, nausea, and coma were less frequent, whereas loss of consciousness, convulsions, and lethargy were more...
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frequent in children than in adults."  

Further, the Journal of Toxicology found that the impacts of CO poisoning effected a fetus more prevalently than the mother and that “the severity of fetal intoxication cannot be assessed solely by the maternal state.”

Symptoms for a fetus include neurological dysfunction, decreased birth weight, and a four times more likelihood of fetal death.

Lead (Pb) is a natural metal that is emitted from coal-fired power plants. Once in the body, lead “distributes throughout the body in the blood and is accumulated in the bones.” This accumulation can wreak havoc on the nervous system, immune system, cardiovascular system, kidneys, and reproductive and developmental systems.

Further, like CO, it can affect the “oxygen carrying capacity of the blood.” Pb most commonly effects children neurologically, including behavioral problems, learning deficits, and lowered IQ (even in low amounts), and cardiovascular effects in adults.

Nitrogen Dioxide (NO₂) is family to a group of highly reactive gases. It gets in the air primarily from burning fuels; therefore, automobiles and power plants are high producers. NO₂ primarily affects the respiratory system when inhaled. Short periods of exposure can aggravate already existing respiratory diseases and long exposures may contribute to the development of asthma and respiratory infection. NO₂ reacts with other particles in the air to form particulate matter and ozone. Further, it has been shown that children are again especially susceptible to excess levels of NO₂ including “daily personal exposure to NO₂ levels readily available in the domestic setting and chest tightness on the same day, breathlessness on exertion with a one-day lag, daytime and nighttime asthma attacks on the same day and with a one-day lag time.”

Ozone is a gas that is composed of three atoms of oxygen and occurs in both the atmosphere and at ground level and can have positive or negative health affects depending on where it is found. Stratospheric ozone occurs naturally and
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is a protective layer against ultraviolet rays from the sun.\textsuperscript{72} However, ozone at the ground level has adverse effects against human health and is the primary proponent in smog.\textsuperscript{73} Ground level ozone is created by “chemical reactions between oxides of nitrogen (NO\textsubscript{X}) and volatile organic compounds (VOC).”\textsuperscript{74} It occurs when pollutants from vehicles and power plants chemically react in sunlight.\textsuperscript{75} Therefore, ozone reaches the most unhealthy levels on hot, sunny days,\textsuperscript{76} and it puts people who are active outdoors at the greatest risk because it penetrates deeper into the lungs during physical activity.\textsuperscript{77} Ozone can reduce lung function, making it more difficult to breathe deeply; when ozone levels are high, it causes an increased amount of asthma attacks that require medication or doctor visits; ozone can cause an “increase[d] susceptibility to respiratory infections;” and “[o]zone can inflame and damage the lining of the lungs” which, if repeatedly occurs, can result in permanent scarring of the lungs and therefore lower lung functionality and an overall lower quality of life.\textsuperscript{78}

Sulfur dioxide (SO\textsubscript{2}) is a toxic gas that is produced primarily from the “burning of fossil fuels by power plants . . .”\textsuperscript{79} Nasal passages naturally remove SO\textsubscript{2}, so moderate activity, or activity that triggers mouth breathing, is needed to trigger health effects.\textsuperscript{80} Exposure in small amounts affects the respiratory system, especially for children and people who suffer from asthma,\textsuperscript{81} and exposure specifically causes the “narrowing of the airways” which leads to “wheezing, chest tightness, and shortness of breath.”\textsuperscript{82} In larger amounts, the same symptoms can occur in healthy individuals.\textsuperscript{83} Larger amounts of SO\textsubscript{2} emissions can also mix with other sulfur oxides in the air and contribute to creating PM.\textsuperscript{84} Finally, long-term exposure of SO\textsubscript{2} “can cause respiratory illness, alter the lung’s defense mechanisms, and aggravate existing cardiovascular disease.”\textsuperscript{85}

B. Hazardous Air Pollutants

Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) are pollutants that are known or expected to cause cancer or other serious health effects, including issues with the immune,
neurological, reproductive, developmental, and respiratory systems.\textsuperscript{86} HAPs most produced by power plants include metals like cadmium, mercury, and chromium.\textsuperscript{87}

III. FEDERAL AND STATE EMISSION STANDARDS

A. Federal Emission Compliance and Monitoring Standards for Stationary Facilities

The authority for determining federal emission standards for coal-fired power plants falls under the EPA. This authority is delegated to the EPA from the Clean Air Act of 1990 (CAA).\textsuperscript{88} The CAA creates two broad areas of regulatory authority: (1) for “criteria air pollutants” like fine particulate matter, carbon monoxide, lead, sulfur dioxide and nitrogen dioxide through the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS), and (2) for “hazardous air pollutants” (HAP) through the National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs).

1. National Ambient Air Quality Standard

a. Process of reviewing the national ambient air quality standards

The National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are contained under sections 108 and 109 of the CAA with its primary purpose being for the EPA to review and revise the science used to set standards for “criteria air pollutants.”\textsuperscript{89} A review of the NAAQS is a comprehensive five step process which includes: Planning, an Integrated Science Assessment (“ISA”), Risk/Exposure Assessment (“REA”), Policy Assessment (“PA”), and Rulemaking.\textsuperscript{90} The planning phase begins with a “science policy workshop,” that entails gathering input from the scientific community and the public “regarding policy-relevant issues and questions that will frame the review.”\textsuperscript{91} Based from the input received, EPA prepares an “Integrated Review Plan” (“IRP”) which outlines the schedule for the review, the process used to conduct the review, and the “policy-relevant science
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issues” that will be covered. Second, the ISA phase is a more comprehensive assessment of the “most policy-relevant science.” Third, the REA phase draws from the conclusions presented in the ISA and used to “develop quantitative characterizations of exposures and associated risks to human health” that are associated with current air quality conditions and with air quality that is estimated to meet the current or possible alternative standards, including any uncertainties about the estimates. Fourth, is the policy assessment phase, which provides an analysis of the “scientific basis for alternative policy options” under consideration by senior EPA management. This phase helps connect how the EPA decides whether to revise or retain current NAAQS standards based on the scientific evidence collected in the earlier phases and the recommendation from the Clean Air Scientific Advisory Committee (“CASAC”). The PA and CASAC focuses on evaluating the basic elements of the NAAQS, which includes: indicator, averaging time, form, and level. Finally, the rulemaking stage considers the information from all other stages and publishes a “notice of proposed rulemaking” that outlines the EPA’s review of the NAAQS. Afterwards, a public comment period occurs, and a public hearing is usually held. The final rule is published once public comments are taken into consideration.

b. The national ambient air quality standard designation process

The NAAQS designation process is implemented after a standard is created or revised to determine if areas of the country abide by them. The process begins by states submitting recommendations to the EPA on whether an area within their jurisdiction meets the new standards. A state’s recommendation is based on monitors that collect air quality data and are located throughout the state. The EPA then compares this data against the new standard to determine if an area is in “attainment or nonattainment.” An attainment area is a region that “meets or is cleaner than the [new] national standard” and no further step is necessary. A nonattainment area is a region that does not qualify under the new
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standard. Under either designation state and local governments must develop implementation plans outlining how areas will attain and maintain the standards by reducing air pollution emissions.

c. The national ambient air quality standard state implementation plans

Once the designation process is finished, states must develop general plans for all areas concerning how an area will seek or maintain attainment and specific plans on how an area designated nonattainment will reach attainment. These are known as State Implementation Plans (SIPs). SIPs are developed by state and local “air quality management agencies” and must be approved by the EPA. There are two purposes for SIPs: (1) they “[d]emonstrate that the state has the basic air quality management program components in place to implement a new or revised NAAQS” and (2) they “[i]dentify the emissions control requirements the state will rely upon to attain and/or maintain the primary and secondary NAAQS.” The SIP development process begins with the designation of an area as achieving attainment or nonattainment. Within three years after new NAAQS are set, all states must submit a SIP proving that they have the appropriate components to implement the new standards. SIPs for nonattainment areas are due within eighteen to thirty-six months, with varying dates being based on the type of pollution and area classification. For example, due dates for sulfur dioxide (SO$_2$), nitrogen dioxide (NO$_2$), coarse particle pollution (PM$_{10}$), and lead (Pb) are due no later than eighteen months after designation, and pollutants like Ozone (O$_3$), fine particle pollution (PM$_{2.5}$), and carbon monoxide (CO) are generally given thirty-six months from designation. These nonattainment SIPs must outline “the strategies and emissions control measures that show how the area will improve air quality and meet the NAAQS.” Further, “SIPs must be developed with public input, be formally adopted by the state, and submitted by the Governor’s designee to EPA.” The EPA must then either approve or disapprove all or part of the plan after further consideration from the public and before its final action is enforced.
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part of a SIP is approved, then it is enforceable in federal court, if a state does not pass the EPA’s consideration, then the “EPA is required to develop a federal implementation plan (FIP).”

d. National ambient air quality standard for each criteria air pollutant

The Clean Air Act identifies two separate national ambient air quality standards for criteria air pollutants: (1) the primary standard and (2) the secondary standard. The primary standard is designated for “public health protection including protecting the health of ‘sensitive’ populations such as asthmatics, children, and the elderly.” The secondary standard provides for “public welfare protection, including protection against decreased visibility and damage to animals, crops, vegetation, and buildings.” Three separate units of measurements for criteria air pollutants are used and include “parts per million (ppm) by volume, parts per billion (ppb) by volume and micrograms per cubic meter of air (µg/m³).” The following table is the EPA’s current primary and secondary standard for each criteria air pollutant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pollutant</th>
<th>Primary/Secondary</th>
<th>Average Time</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Monoxide (CO)</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td>9 ppm</td>
<td>Not to be exceeded more than once per year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>35 ppm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead (Pb)</td>
<td>Primary and Secondary</td>
<td>Rolling 3-month average</td>
<td>0.15 µg/m³</td>
<td>Not to be exceeded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrogen Dioxide (NO₂)</td>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>100 ppb</td>
<td>98th percentile of 1-hour daily maximum concentrations averaged over 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Primary and Secondary</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>53 ppb</td>
<td>Annual Mean</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Ozone (O\(_3\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary and Secondary</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.070 ppm</td>
<td>Annual fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour concentration, averaged over 3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PM\(_{2.5}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.0 µg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Annual mean, averaged over 3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>Primary and Secondary</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>35 µg/m(^3)</td>
<td>98th percentile, averaged over 3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PM\(_{10}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary and Secondary</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150 µg/m(^3)</td>
<td>Not to be exceeded more than once per year on average over 3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Sulfur Dioxide (SO\(_2\))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>75 ppb</td>
<td>99th percentile of 1-hour daily maximum concentrations, averaged over 3 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Primary</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5 ppm</td>
<td>Not to be exceeded more than once per year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 2. National Emission Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants

HAPs are pollutants that are known or expected to cause cancer or other serious health effects, like reproductive birth defects.\(^{124}\) HAPs originate from
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man-made sources including mobile sources like vehicles, and stationary sources like power plants.\textsuperscript{125} NESHAP standards are set for stationary sources emitting HAPs and are conducted in two separate phases.\textsuperscript{126} Phase one is a “technology-based” standard where the EPA sets emission standards based from sources of an industry group.\textsuperscript{127} These standards are considered “maximum achievable control technology” (MACT) and are based on “emissions levels that are already being achieved by the controlled and low-emitting sources in an industry.”\textsuperscript{128} Phase two is based off “residual risks” where the EPA is required to assess the remaining health risks within eight years of setting the MACT standard and more stringent standards are necessary if the current standards do not “protect public health with an ample margin of safety.”\textsuperscript{129} The requirements for these regulations took effect between 1999 and 2011, the EPA projects that once the standards are fully implemented, they will reduce “annual air toxics emissions by about 1.7 million tons.”\textsuperscript{130}

Next, the EPA is mandated to conduct compliance monitoring inspections of facilities under NESHAP, which includes: “[r]eviewing reports and records, [i]nterviewing facility personnel knowledgeable of the facility, [i]nspecting the processes that have emissions points subject to the standard sampling wastewater discharges . . . , [i]nspecting against design and work practice standards, and [r]eviewing leak detection and repair methods.”\textsuperscript{131} Facilities must then perform an “initial performance test to demonstrate compliance” and must monitor emissions based on parameters from the initial performance test to demonstrate continued compliance.\textsuperscript{132} If a facility meets the CAA’s definition of a “major source” then a state or regional office is required to perform a “full compliance evaluation” once every two years.\textsuperscript{133} A full compliance evaluation is just that, a “comprehensive evaluation of the compliance status of the facility.”\textsuperscript{134} Specifically, it evaluates the regulated pollutants and emission units of the
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facility, as well as the facilities ability to maintain continued compliance.135

B. Indiana’s Monitoring, Designation, and Implementation

Implementing effective air pollution controls would be too broad of a task for the EPA to do for each state; therefore, the Clean Air Act delegates some of the authority to the states.136 The CAA allows and even encourages states to implement their own rules that abide by the CAA so long as they meet the standards set by the EPA.137 However, states are not subjected to only meet the standards set by the EPA, the CAA allows states to implement—more restrictive standards—as long as they do not “void any part of the federal regulation.”138 The same is true for local governments as well.139 In Indiana, the state regulatory authority falls under the responsibility of the Indiana Department of Environmental Management (IDEM).140

1. Indiana’s Environmental Rules Board and Permits

Indiana Code (IC) 13-13-8 permits IDEM to create the Environmental Rules Board (the “Board”) which encompasses the broad task of adopting rules and regulations for all air pollution.141 The Board specifically establish requirements for issuing air permits, which includes: (1) “[p]ermits to control or limit the emission of any contaminants into the atmosphere;” (2) “[p]ermits for the construction, installation, or modification of facilities, equipment, or devices to control or limit any discharge, emission, or disposal of contaminants into the air;” and (3) “[p]ermits for the operation of facilities, equipment, or devices to control or limit the discharge, emission, or disposal of any contaminants into the environment.”142 In general, all sources that emit regulated air pollutants must apply for an air permit to do so.143 In order to receive a permit, applications submitted to IDEM must outline several factors, most important of which are
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those used to calculate a source’s potential to emit (“PTE”).

IDEM calculates PTE by taking the maximum amount of air pollution that each piece of equipment may emit if it operates at full capacity, without any pollution control equipment for twenty-four hours a day, 365 days a year. PTE is then used to determine which air permit level the source will receive and the air pollution laws that will regulate it. A lower level permit will be issued directly to the source but higher-level permits are subject to public comments and approval from the EPA.

Air permits consists of five main sections. First, the Source Summary describes the type of industry the source pertains to and the equipment that will be regulated by the permit. The second section entails the general conditions that apply to all permitted sources. The third section includes the operating conditions that apply to all sources. The fourth entails the specific operating conditions for the source, including specific regulations and controls or limitations on emissions. Finally, the last section is an incorporation of federal standards.

2. Indiana’s Air Quality Modeling Policies

IDEM requires “air dispersion modeling” to demonstrate that a source will not violate air quality standards. Indiana models its air quality policies in three separate categories, each complying with EPA’s standards: (1) Major Source Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) modeling, (2) non-attainment New Source Review (NSR) modeling, and (3) Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) emissions modeling.

a. Major source prevention of significant deterioration modeling

“A source applying for a PSD permit or modification is required to perform modeling when its potential to emit (PTE) ... is over the thresholds used to
determine PSD applicability.” Determining the source category, new sources must emit a PTE greater than 100 or 250 tons per year to require PSD modeling. For an already existing major source, any modification pertaining to a criteria air pollutant must exceed the “significant emission rate” distinguished in 326 IAC 2-2-1 to make it a major modification. Measurements are calculated in tons per year and include:

- Carbon Monoxide—100
- Nitrogen Oxides—40
- Sulfur Dioxide—40
- Fine Particulate Matter—10
- Coarse Particulate Matter—15
- Ozone—40

Next, IDEM determines the “significant impact level” of the new or modified source determined by the “significant net emissions increase” from the source. “Once the significant net increase is determined, the proposed project is modeled to determine if it is above the [significant impact level].” If the project does not exceed the significant impact levels of any pollutant then “no further modeling is required.” If, however, the project does exceed significant impact levels then the “modeling impact analysis” must include: “the potential emissions after controls from the proposed new source or emissions from the existing source including the potential emissions from the proposed modification after controls; all other sources inside the [significant impact area]; and other distant sources taken from the NAAQS inventory that may impact this [significant impact area].”

HAP analysis modeling is required for a source to retain a permit, but it further provides information to the public about the HAPs emission health impact on the area. Modeling is based on major sources and major sources are considered any source that has a potential to emit any single HAP by an excess of ten tons per year, or all HAPs combined by twenty-five tons per year. For modifications that exceed these standards, IDEM uses an approved EPA dispersion model to “calculate off-site HAPs . . . concentrations in conjunction with toxicological information to conduct a cancer risk and hazard screening evaluation.”
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IDEM also calculates the potential risk of cancer to the area’s inhabitants from the HAPs emissions. It does this by “multiplying the maximum, modeled annual concentration by its corresponding Unit Risk Factor for carcinogenic HAPs” to estimate potential cancer risk for a single individual (i.e. Cancer Risk = Annual Concentration x Unit Risk Factor). The result represents an “estimated individual cancer risk” based on the probability that a single person may develop cancer over the course of their lifetime due to exposure to the HAP. It assumes that the individual has constant exposure to the HAP throughout his life (24 hours a day, 365 days a year, for 70 years). IDEM considers any value above 1x10^-6 to be a “level of concern” and will conduct another, more refined analysis. The “upper range of acceptability” by the EPA is one in ten thousand (1.0E-04) cancer risks.

IV. INDIANA SHOULD IMPLEMENT MORE STRINGENT AIR POLLUTION REGULATIONS

For the amount of pollution being emitted by coal-fired power plants in southwest Indiana, there has been very little nonattainment issues overall. In fact, Indiana has repeatedly met attainment standards that have only increased since the CAA was enacted. Since 2005, out of nine southwest counties (including Daviess, Dubois, Gibson, Knox, Pike, Posey, Spencer, Vanderburgh, and Warrick) seven counties have been in nonattainment for a pollutant, and only Pike, Vanderburgh, and Warrick counties being in nonattainment for multiple pollutants. As of 2019 only two counties, Daviess and Pike, are in nonattainment, with both exceeding SO2 levels. However, as is permissible under the CAA, Indiana has not adopted regulations that are more stringent than EPA’s standards. Due to the current nonattainment standards being a relative non-issue and the fact that Indiana’s citizens still incur adverse health effects from air pollution, Indiana should adopt regulations that impose stricter emission
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standards.

A. Indiana Compared to States with more Stringent Regulations

1. California

California is one of the most well-known states that has enacted stricter emission standards than the EPA. It did this through the development of the California Air Resources Board ("CARB"). CARB consists of sixteen members that represent various components of air pollution regulation.\textsuperscript{177} CARB regulates air quality as part of a three-tiered approach: (1) the EPA setting national emission standards, (2) CARB setting the state’s own stricter standards, and (3) thirty-five “local air pollution control districts regulat[ing] emissions from business and stationary facilities.”\textsuperscript{178} CARB sets California’s emission standards based on multiple factors including: (1) levels that “protect those at greatest risk,” (2) “identifying pollutants that pose the greatest health risks,” (3) measuring progress, (4) determining solutions based on “the best available science and technology,” and (5) studying the “costs and benefits of pollution controls.”\textsuperscript{179} Further, CARB considers public participation by holding monthly public meetings and by consulting with industry, scientific, and health experts.\textsuperscript{180} CARB’s standards, known as CAAQS, are for the same six criteria air pollutants as the NAAQS, including four additional ones (which will not be discussed), and are as follows (with the EPA’s and Indiana’s in parenthesis):

CO:
- 8 hours—9 ppm (IN 9 ppm)
- 1 hour—20 ppm (IN 35 ppm)

Pb:
- 30-day average—1.5 µg/m\textsuperscript{3} (IN on a rolling three-month average at 0.15 µg/m\textsuperscript{3})

NO\textsubscript{2}:
- 1-hour—0.18 ppm (IN 100 ppb)
- Annual—0.030 ppm (IN 0.053 ppm)

\textsuperscript{177.} The California Air Resources Board, CAL. AIR RESOURCES BOARD, https://ww2.arb.ca.gov/about [https://perma.cc/CN62-DMGF] (members consists of five who serve on local air districts, four experts in fields that shape air quality rules, two public members, two members who represent environmental justice communities, two nonvoting members appointed for legislative oversight, and one fulltime member that serves as the Chair).
\textsuperscript{178.} Id.
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Ozone:
- 1-hour—0.09 ppm (IN no standard)
- 8-hour—0.070 ppm (IN 0.070 ppm)

PM$_{2.5}$:
- 24-hour—no standard (IN 35 µg/m$^3$)
- Annual—12 µg/m$^3$ (IN 12 µg/m$^3$)

PM$_{10}$:
- 24-hour—50 µg/m$^3$ (IN 150 µg/m$^3$)
- Annual—20 µg/m$^3$ (IN no standard)

SO$_2$:
- 1-hour—0.25 ppm (IN 75 ppb)
- 3-hour—no standard (IN 0.5 ppm (secondary))
- 24-hour—0.04 ppm (IN 0.14 ppm)
- Annual—no standard (IN 0.030 ppm)

Still, CARB estimates that over “90 percent of Californians breathe unhealthy levels of one or more air pollutants during some part of the year.”

Unlike Indiana though, coal was never a huge factor for energy consumption in California. However, stricter emission standards have caused coal to drop even lower than its already low level. For example, in 2007, the “total megawatt hours” attributed to coal was at a mere one percent, by 2015 it dropped even further to two-tenths of one percent. Secondly, the electric power consumption by coal dropped by ninety-six percent within those same years. Besides the CAAQS, other determining factors for decreasing coal use includes lower natural gas prices and California’s overall goal for promoting renewable energy. Therefore, this correlation shows that if Indiana would adopt stricter emission standards, then utility companies would likely transition to alternate energy source.
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2. North Carolina

Unlike California, and more similar to Indiana, North Carolina has relied on coal and manufacturing to develop its society and boost its economy.\[188\] However, due to increasing pollution issues by outdated power plants, in 2002 North Carolina enacted the Clean Smokestacks Act (CSA), which is a regulation that specifically targeted a reduction in emissions of \(\text{NO}_2\) and \(\text{SO}_2\) from coal-fired power plants.\[189\] The CSA established a maximum annual amount of emissions that coal-fired power plants could emit for those two pollutants; specifically, when compared to 1998 emission levels, requiring a “permanent” reduction of 77% in \(\text{NO}_2\) by 2009, and 73% of \(\text{SO}_2\) by 2013.\[190\] The goal of these emission standards were to either require the “modernization or retirement of all forty-five coal-fired generating units . . . at their fourteen sites in North Carolina.”\[191\] The CSA was successful in achieving its primary objectives, by 2012 \(\text{NO}_2\) emissions were reduced by 84% and \(\text{SO}_2\) emissions by 89%.\[192\] It forced Duke Energy—one of the super polluting utility companies in Indiana—to “retire[] or schedule[] retirement of fifteen of its twenty-eight coal-fired power plants” and it modernized the emission process for the rest.\[193\]

Studies have been conducted over the health and economic effectiveness of North Carolina’s CSA. The International Journal of Environmental Science and Technology conducted one such study based on the health impact that CSA had on North Carolina’s residents from 2002-2012.\[194\] The study did so by comparing “observed \(\text{PM}_{2.5}\) sulfate concentrations to \(\text{SO}_2\) emissions over time and examin[ing] changes in the public health burden due to coal-fired power plant emissions . . . .”\[195\] This study reinforces the data by confirming that \(\text{SO}_2\) emissions were reduced drastically by 2012, stating that the “annual power plant \(\text{SO}_2\) emissions decreased from 459.7 thousand tons to 53.5 thousand tons.”\[196\] It further found that the emission rate for North Carolina’s piedmont region (the region that holds most of the state’s coal-fired power plants), comparable to
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southwest Indiana, decreased at a significantly faster rate than the rest of North Carolina and that overall, North Carolina’s emissions decreased significantly faster than surrounding states that had not adopted more stringent emission standards. Finally, a reduction in SO₂ also correlated to a reduction in PM₂.₅ sulfate concentrations and again the greatest area of impact was North Carolina’s piedmont region. From 2002-2012, PM₂.₅ sulfate concentration decreased from 4.2 µg/m³ to 1.7 µg/m³ which is a decrease of sixty percent. The study suggests that the reduction of SO₂ and PM₂.₅ sulfate concentration is attributable to a reduction of premature deaths in North Carolina over the same period. Specifically, “all-cause deaths” from PM₂.₅ sulfate decreased by 63% from 2002-2012 and resulted in the prevention of 1,700 premature deaths—or, if “PM₂.₅ sulfate [emissions] had remained the same in 2012 as in 2002, then an additional 1700 deaths would have been expected.”

Overall, this study argues that the CSA has had multiple significant findings and benefits. Besides preventing 1700 premature deaths in North Carolina, the empirical data shows (as could be reasonably hypothesized) that the CSA reduced coal-fired power plant emissions quicker and more effectively than what federal implementation could have done alone—in other words, more stringent emission standards equals a greater reduction in that pollutant. The study supports this conclusion by comparing the rate of reduction between North Carolina and its neighboring states, which did not adopt stricter emission policies—finding that the average rate of reduction for southeastern states fell at about 13.6% annually, while North Carolina’s reduction reached 20.3% annually. Next, the study argues that the CSA possibly did not only benefit North Carolina, but it also benefited surrounding states. It is estimated that the average distance that SO₂ travels in the southeast is anywhere from 115 to 220 kilometers. A reduction of SO₂ emissions traveling through the air has been shown to cause a reduction in PM₂.₅ sulfates as well, this is especially relevant when paired with the study’s analysis that “direct reductions from local sources appear to be effective in reducing PM₂.₅ sulfate levels both locally and in surrounding areas.”

Another study also found similar health results when they analyzed the CSA. The International Journal of COPD “analyzed the trends of emphysema, asthma, and pneumonia mortality and changes of the levels of ozone, sulfur dioxide (SO₂), nitrogen dioxide (NO₂), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate matter
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This study found that lower levels of SO$_2$, CO, and PM$_{10}$ resulted in a decline in emphysema, asthma, and pneumonia deaths. It further concluded that improved air quality by decreasing levels of SO$_2$, CO, and PM$_{10}$ in the air “contributed to the improved respiratory health of the North Carolina population.”

However, the CSA was not only beneficial for North Carolina’s public health, but it also created solutions to potential problems in the energy sector too. Utilities tend to favor “regulatory certainty” when it comes to compliance because plans, permits, construction and operating lifetimes tend to span over a period of decades for a facility. However, because of frequent policy changes at the federal level and actions by the courts “often creates unpredictable and short compliance timelines for environmental regulation.” Therefore, since the CSA was enacted before federally mandated emission standards like the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule (CSAPR) and the Mercury Air Toxics Standard (MATS), the CSA created four benefits for utility companies and consumers. First, by the time that federally mandated emission standards are increased, utility companies are already in compliance with the new standards; which reduces the need for a sudden upgrade in emission technology. This becomes more important through the second benefit, which the study argues, that because the CSA was enacted before new federal emission standards, it created a longer compliance period; therefore, utility companies had more time to adjust to the new standards and could spread out consumer costs over a greater period of time. The third benefit distinguished by the study, again discusses the health benefits of reduced emissions, specifically stating that the health benefits are “an order of magnitude greater than potential increases in costs for ratepayers that may result from Clean Smokestacks.” Finally, the CSA “likely reduced other environmental compliance costs” by avoiding compliance costs associated with NAAQS. The study concludes that it is possible (however, difficult) for a state to adopt
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policies that benefit both utilities and environmental objectives. To do so, a state must incorporate “[c]ollaborative thinking about future risks and interdependencies between state utility policy, environmental quality, and state energy policy goals” in order to avoid inconsistencies within the energy sector while also improving the “quality of life for state citizens.”

B. Health Statistics

The primary health conditions related to coal-fired power plant emissions include heart disease, lung disease, and cancer. This section will first discuss and compare Indiana health statistics compared to California and North Carolina. Secondly, it will compare Evansville to Fort Wayne, Indiana.

1. Indiana’s Health Compared to California and North Carolina

The three main causes of death in Indiana include heart disease, cancer, and chronic lower respiratory disease. According to the American College of Cardiology (College), air pollution can trigger a heart attack or stroke by reducing the heart’s ability to pump blood. PM contributes the highest risk to triggering a cardiovascular event. The College recommends exercise to lower one’s risk, however, it cautions doing so while in urban settings with high levels of traffic or in industrial areas.

The Centers for Disease Control and Preventions (Center) keeps statistics for health-related deaths in all states and includes an age-adjusted rate for population comparison. According to the Center, heart disease was the leading cause of death for Indiana residents in 2016 at 13,952 deaths. This puts Indiana at an adjusted rate of 180.6, which is ranked as the thirteenth most in the US, and 15.1 points higher than the US average of 165.5. In comparison, California had 61,573 heart disease related deaths in 2016, at an adjusted rate of 143.1, ranking it fortieth in the country. Further, North Carolina had 18,266 heart disease
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related deaths, with an adjusted rating of 155.8, ranking it twenty-eighth in the country.\textsuperscript{230}

Just under heart disease, follows cancer, which accumulated 13,424 deaths for Indiana in 2016.\textsuperscript{231} This corresponds to an adjusted rate of 172.5, ranked ninth in the US and 16.7 points above the country’s average of 155.8.\textsuperscript{232} Cancer is also the second highest leading cause of death in California in 2016, at 59,515 deaths its adjusted rate falls at 139.7 and ranked forty-fifth in the country.\textsuperscript{233} Cancer was the leading cause of death in North Carolina in 2016, taking 19,523 lives, its adjusted rate falls at 161.6 and corresponds to the nineteenth highest rating in the country.\textsuperscript{234}

Finally, chronic lower respiratory disease took 4,214 Indiana lives in 2016 with an adjusted rate of 54.6, ranking it ninth in the country and above the countries average of 40.6 by 14 points.\textsuperscript{235} Chronic lower respiratory disease was California’s fifth leading cause of death at 13,710 deaths in 2016, adjusted to 32.6 points it is ranked forty-third in the country.\textsuperscript{236} Finally, North Carolina lost 5,311 lives to chronic lower respiratory disease, with an adjusted rate of 44.8 and ranking it twenty-second in the country.\textsuperscript{237}

2. Vanderburgh County v. Allen County

This subsection will compare Indiana’s Vanderburgh County (Evansville) to Allen County which is located in the northeast corner of the state and holds Indiana’s second largest city, Fort Wayne.\textsuperscript{238} Health comparisons are based off of Indiana INdicators, an interactive website that allows users to compare health statistics between specific counties in Indiana, with the data being updated with the most recent information.\textsuperscript{239} Although other factors contribute to the public health of an area, this data shows that Vanderburgh County, while being stuck
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between four super polluters, is overall less healthy than Allen County which boasts a larger population and therefore a higher number of mobile sources. To continue the health-based risks most common with air pollution, comparisons will be drawn from cases of asthma, chronic lower respiratory disease, heart disease and cancer.

To begin, the data showed asthma emergency room (ER) visits for adults per a 10,000-population basis and found that Vanderburgh County recorded 68.8 cases while Allen County recorded 50.6. This number increased for children (ages five to seventeen) where Vanderburgh County recorded 88.8 cases while Allen County recorded 54.9 cases. Inversely, Allen County recorded a higher ratio of asthma hospitalizations for adults at 12.5 cases and 7.3 cases for children while Vanderburgh County recorded 10.7 cases for adults and 6.3 for children. Next, is chronic lower respiratory disease deaths per a 100,000-population basis and found that Allen County recorded 41.9 cases while Vanderburgh County recorded 77.3 cases. Vanderburgh County is also higher for heart disease cases recording 107.3 heart disease hospitalizations per 10,000 population while Allen County recorded 81.9 cases; and for heart disease deaths where Vanderburgh County recorded slightly more at 171.2 cases per 100,000 population basis while Allen County recorded 170 cases. Further, cancer deaths were also higher in Vanderburgh County, which recorded 194 deaths per 100,000 population basis, while Allen County recorded 172.2 deaths. Finally, Vanderburgh County also recorded higher rates of new cancer cases per 100,000 population basis, 475.1 to 424.6, new lung cancer cases, 79.2 to 61.7, and lung cancer deaths, 56.9 to 46.8.

The data also shows that adults in Vanderburgh County report a higher percentage of “poor to fair health” at 20.0% while Allen County adults reported in at 15.0%. This also correlates to the rate of premature deaths (ages 75 and below) in each county with Vanderburgh reporting 439 deaths and Allen County reporting 385 deaths. However, as mentioned above, these results could be impacted by other factors. For example, adults in Vanderburgh County reported a higher percentage of adults that lacked physical activity at 27% while Allen County reported 22% of
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Further, the rate of adults who reported to smoke was also higher in Vanderburgh County at 21%, with Allen County reporting 20% of its adults as smokers. Although, these factors contribute to public health, they do not rule out the fact that millions of tons of toxic pollutants by coal-fired power plants also impacts public health.

V. CONCLUSION

Although coal has been a reliable and cheap resource, the public health benefits of implementing more stringent air pollution emission standards outweigh its economic benefit. Proof of this can be seen by comparing Indiana’s health statistics with other states who have implemented more stringent standards, like California and North Carolina, and by comparing Indiana to national averages. Moreover, it is especially beneficial to look at the impact of North Carolina’s Clean Smokestacks Act. North Carolina is similar to Indiana, in that it hosts a multitude of coal-fired power plants. Through the CSA, North Carolina was able to lower emission levels which benefited public health by forcing the shutdown of old coal-fired power plants. The CSA has been contributed to saving up to 1700 premature deaths alone. The CSA has also been argued to have benefited North Carolina economically by granting longer compliance periods for utilities to make adjustments and to also spread out any increased compliance costs to its customers over a longer period of time. This same theory could also be used to argue for a transition to renewable energy and leaving coal behind for good.

Besides the positive public health and environmental impacts from renewable energy sources, like solar and wind power, renewable energy sources produce jobs. Unlike fossil fuel jobs, “which are typically mechanized and capital intensive,” renewable energy jobs are more labor intensive. Which means, that, “on average, more jobs are created for each unit of electricity generated from renewable sources than from fossil fuels.” In 2016, wind energy employed over 100,000 full-time jobs while solar energy created even more at over 260,000 jobs.
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and to “contrast, the entire coal industry employed 160,000 people.”\textsuperscript{263} The renewable energy sector needs employment that includes manufacturing, development, transportation and maintenance among others.\textsuperscript{264} This resulted in more than 500 factories manufacturing parts for wind turbines in the United States in 2016, which “represented $13.0 billion in investments.”\textsuperscript{265} This, in turn, would also benefit Indiana and local governments by replacing income from property and income taxes from coal mines with those taxes from a greater number of residents and facilities.\textsuperscript{266} This is just a small analysis of the economic benefits of renewable energy, but with other states and countries throughout the world making the transition, it would be beneficial for Indiana to do the same, and do so with increased economic, public health, and environmental benefits.
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